An alternative mechanism for the formation of high density lipoprotein in peripheral tissue
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Abstract. High Density Lipoprotein (HDL) is a lipid-protein complex responsible for transporting cholesterol and triglyceride molecules, as these compounds are unable to dissolve in aqueous environments such as a bloodstream. Among the most well-known possible structures, the belt-like structure is the most common shape proposed for this vital bimolecular complex. In this structure, the protein scaffold encompasses the lipid bilayer and a planar circular structure is formed. Several HDL simulations with embedded components in the lipid section were performed. Here, we applied a series of molecular dynamic simulations using the MARTINI coarse grain force field to investigate an HDL model, with pores of different radii in the bilayer section instead of embedded components. The results of such studies revealed the probable structural modes in HDL configurations. In addition, totally, 2.5 μs simulations led to a study of the ratio of lipids to protein in HDL conformation, determination of the structural shape of HDL, and the stability of each model due to atomic interaction. Furthermore, we proposed a new conformation for HDL during its initial steps of construction outside the cells and in peripheral tissue.

© 2016 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

High density lipoprotein, known as HDL, is a key component of blood, and plays a vital role in collecting cholesterol during circulation in the bloodstream and delivering it to the liver, where it is degraded or prepared for removal from the body [1]. Thus, it is usually named, “good cholesterol”. This function of HDL reduces coronary disease and hardening of the arteries i.e. the existence of HDL is inversely related to the risk of its associated diseases [2]. Apolipoprotein A-I (APO A-I) protein, which is the main component of HDL, is synthesized inside the liver and intestine. Due to the efflux of lipids and cholesterol from peripheral tissue, the primary discoidal shape of HDL begins to form [1,3]. As this process continues and more lipids and cholesterol absorb and aggregate, HDL particles alter into a spherical shape [1]. APO A-I is comprised of 243 amino acid residues with a 43 residue globular N-terminal domain (which is not involved in lipid binding) and a 200 residue lipid binding C-terminal domain [4]. It is predicted that among these residues, 43 of them are not involved in lipid binding sites [5].

As it is difficult to observe the molecular structure of HDL, Molecular Dynamics (MD) approaches, which are based on computational methods and computer simulations, are suitable. Several models are introduced for HDL conformation, including the picket-fence [6,7], in which lipid acyl chains are parallel to the protein scaffold, helical-hairpin [8,9] and double-belt structures, in which the lipids are wrapped by two belts of the protein scaffold [10].

The nanodisc double belt model, which is of interest in the current study, has a self-assembly
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process and its size is controlled by the scaffold protein [11]. Experiments and computational achievements suppose that 11-22 out of 200 residues of the binding domain do not participate in binding to the lipid molecules [12]. Therefore, nanodiscs comprised of truncated scaffold protein are called MSP1Δ(1–11) and MSP1Δ(1–22), in which 11 and 22 residues from the C-terminal domain are truncated, respectively.

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations offer an operative approach to the visual dynamics of several biomolecules in specific processes [13]. All Atom (AA) simulations reflect the properties and structures of a desired biomolecule, such as HDL. However, this approach is limited to a few nanoseconds, and, for processes such as HDL self-assembly, longer simulation (hundreds of nanoseconds) is needed. Therefore, the Coarse-Grain (CG) approach is investigated to model and study the HDL structure. Shih et al. [4] performed CG simulations to consider the structure of HDL and to study the self-assembly phenomenon of various nanodiscs. Their study reveals that CG modeling of the HDL structure is in high agreement with experiments, and the idea worked well. Furthermore, they studied MSP1, MSP1Δ(1–11) and MSP1Δ(1–22) models of HDL and analyzed the stability of each. In MSP1, the rings overlap at the ends of the protein scaffold rings. However, in MSP1Δ(1–22), there is a gap between the tails of each ring in the protein section. Moreover, there is neither gap nor overlap in the scaffold protein in MSP1Δ(1–11). Hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions are predominant factors in the assembly of a nanodisc. Jones et al. studied the temperature influence on the HDL structure and per-residue helix stability [14]. Koivuniemi et al. considered the concentration of core lipids in the surface monolayer and the interfacial tension of droplets resembling HDL particles [15]. Several properties of HDL are investigated, such as interfacial tension [16], cholesterol ester transport [17], cholesterol efflux roll on HDL configuration [18], and inter-ring rotation of the two alpha-helical monomers about the lipid unilamellar bilayer core [19]. In addition, the lipid-protein ratio in HDL has been considered in several pieces of research [1,4]. Formation of HDL particles due to lipid flux and their interaction with protein scaffold was investigated. It was shown that lipid aggregation overtime leads to the creation of micelles, and the aggregation of micelles cause the protein scaffold to reshape into a ring style, wrapping the lipids in the middle [4].

In the present investigation, a series of simulations is performed on a nanodisc double-belt model of HDL with various pores in the dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer section. A complete complex of APO A1 and DPPC, comprised of 160 DPPC particles, was studied by Bayburt et al. [20]. Furthermore, they investigated several areas of research showing that the full and stable HDL particle consists of 160 DPPC lipids. We used the MSP1Δ(1–11) HDL model with pores in different radii. These pores can be made when HDL is considered a carrier, and the cargo (e.g. drug) is released from the molecule. It is shown that the pores disappear due to high aggregation speed in the lipid domain. As previously mentioned, the protein tails reached each other without any gap or overlap. Our interest is to consider whether the nanodisc will remain in its superficial shape or if it would bend or the belts separate and build new conformations. This study reveals probable structural modes in protein-lipid complexes, such as HDL.

2. Materials and methods

Since it is a formidable undertaking to study the detailed interaction or structure of biomolecules at the molecular level, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are used. Corresponding force field parameters are based on experiments and calculated with high accuracy to be consistent with them. Although the AA modeling of a biological phenomenon and correlated simulation results lead to a more detailed and precise understanding, in some cases, computational costs confine the researchers to applying a more effective tool. Taking this problem into account, Coarse Grain (CG) approaches have attracted researchers. In processes where general properties with less detail result in a high order of time scales, the CG approach is an efficient method to apply. Several CG mappings are introduced. Marink et al. [21] proposed a semi-quantitative representation for lipid simulations. In this modeling, amino acid residues are considered as 2 beads (one for the backbone and one for side chains). Recently, a more precise representation of residues is introduced, known as the MARTINI technique [22]. In this technique, 4 heavy atoms are considered as one bead and a mass of 72 amu and 4 water molecules are mapped into one bead. Amino acid residues are mapped into 2-5 beads (one for the backbone and 2-4 for side chains) reflecting the more accurate properties of each residue compared to former mappings. Although the MARTINI technique, as a coarse grain method, falls short in detail, it has done well in biological simulations. In the present work, MARTINI mapping is used to study lipid aggregation in truncated models of MSP1Δ(1–11).

2.1. Model

Shih et al. provided the all-atom structure of a complete model (without pore). Later, they introduced a coarse grain model of HDL, applying the MARTINI mapping on the all atom structure [1]. The initial model was comprised of 160 DPPC and scaffold protein
Figure 1. Complete MSP1Δ(1–11) without pore. DPPC particles are shown in cyan and brown. Scaffold protein backbones are indicated in red and green depicts protein side chains: (a) Up view of MSP1Δ(1–11) that illustrates the circular shape of the complete model; and (b) side view of MSP1Δ(1–11) that shows the superficial shape of the complete model. Two scaffold protein rings wrapped the DPPC particles and bind them in hydrophobic section that causes the whole structure to be soluble in water and blood stream.

wrapping the lipid bilayer. Eleven residues of the lipid binding domain, as discussed previously, are truncated. Figure 1 shows the complete MSP1Δ(1–11) without pore. As depicted, two protein rings encompass the lipid bilayer section.

A complete initial model of MSP1Δ(1–11) was used to generate our simulation models. A series of simulations were carried out on HDL, with eccentric pores of average radiuses 0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.7 and 2.0 nm in the lipid domain. 0, 14, 22, 28 and 42 DPPC particles are omitted from the complete MSP1Δ(1–11), respectively. Models are constructed using the VMD program [23], and Table 1 depicts the simulation models. The results reveal probable structural modes and propose specific formations for varying lipid/protein ratios in lipid-protein complexes. In order to study the behavior and conformation of the models, each of them was simulated for 500 microsecons, which is discussed in the following sections.

2.2. Simulation protocol
Model parameters were obtained from the MARTINI forcefield [4]. Moreover, all simulations were performed using NAMD 2.9 [24]. The model consists of a hexagonal periodic water box containing apolipoprotein A-I protein, a DPPC lipid bilayer and solvent molecules. The 9.6 nm diameter APO A-I protein and DPPC lipid bilayer are solvated using TIP3p water molecules in a box of dimensions 131 × 131 × 83 Å. 15% of the water beads are anti-freeze CG beads. The proper amount of counter ions was added to satisfy the model’s electroneutrality. In addition, structures contain between 10000 and 11000 CG particles after solvation and ionization. The water box was extended ±15 Å from each side of the protein, and a periodic boundary condition is exerted. A cutoff of 12 Å was applied to calculate non-bonded interaction, with shifting beginning at 9 Å to ensure a smooth cutoff. Simulations were performed using a 20 fs time step. In addition, systems were minimized for 3000 time steps, taking into account that neither protein nor lipids were constrained. Langevin dynamics, with a damping coefficient of 1 ps⁻¹, was used to maintain a constant temperature of 323 K. Also, a constant pressure of 1 atm was sustained with a Nose-Hoover Langevin piston with a period of 2000 zfs and a decay time of 1000 fs. Each simulation lasts up to 500 ns. Furthermore, it should be noted that all simulations were carried out in a NPT ensemble.

3. Results
Simulations on truncated nanodiscs with an eccentric pore of different radii were performed to study lipid-protein behavior and interaction, which led to a specific shape for each of them. In this study, different pores were created in the lipid section to investigate whether lipids aggregate together or tend to keep the previous conformation and build semi-micelle structures in the inner radius of truncated HDL; thus, the HDL structure remaining superficial and its nanodisc structure turning into a nanoring shape. As mentioned before, pores are made after releasing the cargo in peripheral tissue. However, lipids aggregate and cause the whole structure to bend, which leads to new conformations. It is worth mentioning that in all simulations, the pore filled due to lipid aggregation in less than 1 ns (0.2% of simulation time), which shows the high tendency of lipids to stay together. Furthermore, system conformational models are revealed and discussed. The results of such studies may also provide an insight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation name</th>
<th>System configuration</th>
<th>DPPC</th>
<th>Truncated radius</th>
<th>Total simulation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sim A</td>
<td>MSP1Δ(1–11)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0 Å</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim B</td>
<td>MSP1Δ(1–11)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>12 Å</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim C</td>
<td>MSP1Δ(1–11)</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>15 Å</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim D</td>
<td>MSP1Δ(1–11)</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>17 Å</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim E</td>
<td>MSP1Δ(1–11)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>20 Å</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
into hydrophobic and hydrophilic interaction in lipid-protein complexes, such as HDL.

As previously studied by Shih et al., in Sim A, in which a complete HDL with no pore was simulated, the structure remains planar and in a nanodisc shape [1]. A full model of HDL (results not shown) is considered in order to have a check point in simulation parameters, leading to a planar shape for this model.

During 500 ns simulation, lipids in Sim B, in which 14 DPPC particles are omitted and 146 DPPC particles remain, aggregate immediately. Figure 2(a)-(c) illustrate the initial and final shape of Sim A after 500 ns simulations. As shown, the lipids aggregate and fill the pore. Furthermore, the whole structure slightly warps to counteract the omitted lipid spaces. It can be implied that even though some HDL particles are deleted from the bilayer section, the lipids expand and the planar shape is almost kept.

Figure 2(d)-(f) demonstrate the evolution in Sim C from the initial condition to its final formation. In this model, there are 138 DPPC particles in the middle. Similar to Sim B results, lipid aggregation fills the pore in less than a nanosecond. Additionally, the lack of sufficient lipids to construct a fully planar shape leads the structure to warp more than previous simulations, due to more deleted lipids. Furthermore, it causes contraction, which will be discussed later. The results show that for HDL, the deleted lipids do not reach a critical amount, due to which, the system begins to bend and tends to warp the structure to keep its circular shape. Therefore, warping is one of the probable modes of the complex. In order to consider a more equilibrated and realistic condition, for HDL with 146 DPPC particles, another run setup is investigated. In this set up, the scaffold protein was restrained and the whole structure was simulated under a NVT ensemble for 10 ns. Then, a 490 ns simulation was carried out in the NPT ensemble without restraint. The results were almost identical for both simulations due to the precipitate aggregation of DPPC particles (less than 1 ns). The same aggregation pace can be seen for other models, which means that such an existing pore is far from reality; in most cases, but that there would be negligible error due to the immediate aggregation of lipids.

Figure 3(a)-(c) show the Sim D conformations for varying periods of time. After a few nanoseconds, the pore is filled by lipid aggregation. Then, the structure begins to contract due to hydrophilic and hydrophobic interaction. This interaction leads the model to bend and the lipids from each side of the bent HDL to interact with each other. Therefore, significant distortions cause the initial discoidal shape to alter to a semi-micelle conformation. This simulation reveals that a critical amount of lipids in the HDL configuration has been reached, wherein the structure should bend and that warping alone does not satisfy the equilibrium state. Finally, after 500 ns simulations
of Sim D, the lipids are contracted and the scaffold protein encompasses the lipids in a flexuous manner. Comparing the configurations in several frames, this semi-micelle structure seems to be the final shape of Sim D. This result shows one mode of the protein-lipid complex that may occur.

Structural changes of Sim E are illustrated in Figure 3(d)-(f). In this model, about 42 lipids are omitted. The snapshots reveal that after the pore is filled by lipid aggregation, the structure tends to bend to reach its equilibrium state. However, in continuation, the dominant mode alters to a new conformation, which is a superficial elliptical structure. Despite other modes in previous simulations, this structure neither warps to keep its circular shape nor bends due to lipid aggregation. This is also another probable mode of configuration for a truncated HDL to reach its equilibrium state.

4. Discussion

In the previous section, results of several simulations were described for truncated HDL with various initial conformations. As mentioned previously, several modes of lipid-protein complex were revealed by CG simulation. The simulations also indicate that not only do 160 DPPC lipids in a lipid-protein complex such as HDL lead to a nanodisc and planar structure, but that, also, there are other composition ratios which lead to superficial shapes, not necessarily in a circular form.

Elliptic structures of HDL configurations may occur before completion of HDL at the outer layer of cells and peripheral tissue, where initial steps to constructing a nanodisc structure are in progress. On the other hand, when lipid efflux from peripheral tissue aggregate to construct larger colonies in contact with HDL protein, it can be suggested that, at first, a superficial elliptical structure may be formed. Then, as more lipids join the structure, nanodisc structures which have a circular and planar shape are created. Now, we consider some properties of the simulations and discuss them in detail to determine what is exactly happening at a molecular scale.

Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD)

RMSD is calculated to consider whether they have reached an equilibrium state. Figure 4 illustrates RMSD for all structures for lipid and protein scaffolds. As shown, the RMSD for structures with a pore do not reach an asymptotic value, and there are still fluctuations and steeps. This means that the simulated time is not sufficient to reach an equilibrium state for the models. Shih et al. [12] also proposed that the required time for HDL structures to reach an equilibrium state is about 10 microseconds using the diffusion theory. The calculated RMSD, relative to bisecting the plane, revealed that the models reach their equilibrium state within 100 ns. Figure 4(a) shows that as the pore radii increases, the required time for the whole structure equilibrium state rises consequently.
for DPPC particles. This is due to the needed time
for lipid aggregation to fill the pore and balance the
interactions, particularly hydrophobic and hydrophilic
interactions. Figure 4(b) depicts the correlated RMSD
diagram for scaffold protein. The initial fact that can
be concluded from the diagram is that, as the pore
radius increases, the protein further deforms, due to
interaction and lipid aggregation. Since the protein
rings encompass the lipids, the Sim B model obtains
the least RMSD values, due to less deleted lipids, as
it has the closest formation to the complete model
(160 DPPC). The increase in deleted DPPC particles
leads to more deformations and, consequently, as the
protein scaffold wraps the lipids, it faces deformation.
The exception is for Sim D, where we have a model
with an average pore radius of 1.7 nm. As shown in
the previous section, the final shape of the simulated
model is a semi-micelle lipid configuration, and the
protein scaffold wraps the lipids in a flexuous style. In
this simulation, the most deformation and distortion
occurred due lipid aggregation. Taking into account
the final formation of this simulation, it is obvious why
the RMSD values of the protein scaffold of Sim D have
the highest value amongst all others.

Interaction energy

Interaction energy is calculated for each model, which
is comprised of VDW and the electrostatic interaction
of the DPPC particles, with respect to other lipids
and protein scaffolds. Figure 5 demonstrates the
calculated interaction energy per lipid values during
the simulation. For models with 146 and 138 lipids
(Sim B and Sim C, respectively) the minimum energy
values are obtained. Between these 2 models, the HDL
model, with a pore average radius of 1.2 nm, has the
minimum interaction energy.

We conclude that as the number of lipids de-
creases, generally, an equilibrium state is formed in
higher interaction energies. This means that as the
structure starts to form a complete and equilibrated
formation (160 DPPC), interaction energies decline,
which can be interpreted as a stronger attraction
between the particles. This fact is starkly in agreement
with equilibrium simulation results in which systems
are inclined to reach lower energies, and corresponding
structures are the dominant formation in nature. For
the HDL model with 132 DPPC lipids, which faces
significant structural changes, the equilibrium state is
approachable at higher potential. Besides, for the last
model, higher potential energy is needed to reach a
superficial elliptical structure.

Radius of gyration

In order to consider the compactness of the protein
scaffold, the radii of gyration are calculated for Sim
B and Sim C models during 500 ns simulation time.
These two structures have the most similar shapes,
and the calculations were investigated to study whether
the scaffold protein compacts to compensate for the

Figure 4. Root mean square deviation of HDL models with pores of various radiuses. HDL structure with pore radius of
1.2 nm is depicted in green, HDL model with pore radius of 1.5 nm is indicated in black, HDL model with pore radius of
1.7 nm is shown in red, and HDL model with pore radius of 2.0 nm is illustrated in blue: (a) RMSD values for DPPC
particles (lipids). It is obvious that the RMSD of lipids do not reach an asymptotic value due to insufficient simulation
time; and (b) RMSD values of protein scaffolds for pore accommodated models. The least RMSD value belongs to Sim B
with the least pore radius and the highest value is correlated to Sim D where semi-micelle final configuration is obtained.

Figure 5. Interaction energy per lipid during simulations in models with pore. HDL model with a pore of average
radius of 2.0, 1.7, 1.5 and 1.2 are depicted as blue, red
green and black, respectively. As the number of deleted
lipids increases, the interaction energy per lipids rises.
omitted lipids or whether warping alone is the dominant process leading to an equilibrium state. Figure 6 demonstrates the radii of gyration for the discussed models.

According to Figure 6, the radius of gyration decreases as the number of omitted DPPC particles rises. It can be concluded that by compacting the scaffold protein, in addition to warping the structure, both occur in order to reach an equilibrium state. So, there is another parameter to investigate the overall volume changes of the structure, which will be discussed in the following section.

Density

Number density for both Sim B and Sim C are calculated to consider volume changes. Figure 7 illustrates the number of density of DPPC particles along the x-coordinates for both models.

As indicated in the figure, compared to Sim C, Sim B lipid number density has higher values. Thus, it can be concluded that even though scaffold protein contracts and the average radius of HDL reduces, the density of the DPPC particles does not remain constant. In summary, constriction of the whole structure, as well as local expansion in the lipid section (albeit in opposite directions), leads to final conformation of the HDL.

5. Conclusion

We have investigated a coarse grain molecular dynamics simulation on nanodisc formation of HDL with various pores in the lipid section. The MARTINI force field proved that it is a suitable technique to study biomolecules, such as proteins and lipids. Several coarse grain simulations were carried out to study the protein-lipid ratio in the structural shape of high density lipoprotein, known as HDL. Simulations reveal that there are several conformational modes in this vital biomolecule. We proposed that, first, a planar elliptic shape is formed outside the cells, and, as more lipids are absorbed by the structure, a circular formation begins to form, respectively. For this particular model, which is a MSP1 HDL model with 11 residues truncated in the lipid binding site, 160 DPPC particles are needed to construct a fully nanodisc structure. In addition, it is shown that as the complex goes forward to form a circular formation, lipid density varies to satisfy the equilibrium state in such a way that for almost equivalent areas, density decreases, compared to higher lipid-protein ratios. The simulated time for each model (∼500 ns) was not sufficient to reach the equilibrium state; nevertheless, the structures gained their stable formation during the simulation due to similar conformations in periods of time. Such simulations could reveal a probable way of how HDL forms in a peripheral environment and illustrates the dominant role of hydrophilic and hydrophobic interaction in lipid-protein complexes.
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